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called ‘Old civilisations’ on its appearance on p. 5991; Time 
periods; Countries and regions; Cities, organisations, and 
universities.” Again, a special index for this bibliography 
would have clarified the uninformative “General” and indicated 
which periods and institutions had received mention. 
The bibliography “Information Retrieval” (pp. 680-695) 
complements the advice given in the research manual at the begin- 
ning of the book. As well as listing various types of biblio- 
graphy, it mentions works on historiography. 
The book ends with two appendices of conventions used in the 
main text. The first gives the abbreviations, while the second-- 
over 100 pages in length -- lists the titles of principal 
relevant journals, including all those involved in the citations 
given earlier. 
Inevitably in a work of this kind, a fair number of misprints, 
misspellings and errors of numeration can be found. There wou 1 d 
be little point in appending a list here, though a note of the 
less uninteresting ones has been sent to May in response to his 
request on p. ix for corrigenda. 
The creation of HISTORIA MdTHEMdTICd reflects the Current 
growth in interest in the history of mathematics. The volume 
under review does not fully display this growth, for the 
citation of works published after 1966 is fitful; but on the 
other hand it reminds us of the surprising amount of work done 
before these recent times. It is bound to be a powerful stimulus 
to the continued development of the subject, whose practitioners 
should regard it not as a work for their bookshelf but for their 
desktop -- to be kept always within reach. 
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The book is a “human interest” story for the general public 
with minimal mathematical content. Apart from a somewhat 
distur!ing bias to make Janos Bolyai a Rumanian mathematician 
from Tirgu-Mureg, the book contains many interesting references 
to letters and documents relative to Janos Bolyai’s studies and 
military career. The historical problem raised by this book is: 
What is the relevance of modern notions of nationalism for the 
pre-1848 Hapsburg empire? 
